Unit 1, Lesson 4

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6)
Section 2
1) a) 2) b) 3) a) 4) a) 5) b
Section 3
1) I have a white dog.
2) It is not big.
3) They are blue/yellow and yellow/blue.
4) The flowers are small.
5) She has a blue book.
6) I do not have a red fish.

Quiz
Section 1
1) picture of a black cat
2) picture of a red flower
3) picture of yellow books
4) picture of a blue fish
5) picture of a small dog
6) picture of a green apple
Section 2
1) I am 2) The woman is / She is 3) The teacher is / He is / She is 4) I have 5) He is not 6) I am
Section 3
1) car 2) dogs 3) pen 4) boy 5) yellow 6) do

Test
Section 1
1) The dog is big.
2) He is a student.
3) The doctor is walking.
4) What is the woman doing?
5) The girl does not have a dog.
6) The cats have a red ball.
7) We are teachers.
8) I am not driving.
Section 2
1) I am (running, sleeping, driving, writing, etc.).
2) Yes. I am a police officer.
or No. I am not a police officer.
3) Yes. I have a horse.
or No. I do not have a horse.
4) I am eating (bread, a sandwich, eggs, etc.).
5) I am drinking (milk, coffee, water).
6) Yes. I am a student.
or No. I am not a student.
Section 3
1) red bicycle. 2) swimming.
3) are students. 4) police officer.
5) blue. 6) water.

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) There are 2) There is 3) There are 4) are there 5) are there
Section 2
Section 3
1) do not have 2) has four 3) Do 4) does not have 5) Does 6) have two

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) Two T-shirts are red.
2) Four bowls are red.
3) Three tables are black.
4) There are five tables.
5) There are four phones.
6) There are five bowls.
Section 2
1) sh, ch, sk 2) blue, blue, buy
3) oh, ow, wo 4) bi, hi, ri
5) ta, pa, la
Section 3
1) The girls have plates.
2) The woman is wearing a coat.
3) The boy is drinking milk.
4) I have two sandwiches.
5) The police officers have pens.
6) The doctor has a newspaper.

Worksheet 4
Section 1
Answers may vary.
Section 2
B, C, D, F, G, E, H, A
Section 3

Quiz
Section 1
1) do 2) is 3) are 4) are 5) are 6) is 7) doing 8) does 9) has
Section 2
1) one 2) two 3) three 4) four 5) five 6) six
Section 3
1) shoes, pants, a T-shirt, a hat, a coat, etc.
2) bread, newspapers, cups, coffee, etc.
3) cars, fish, books, flowers, apples, etc.
4) running, swimming, eating, teachers, doctors, students, etc.
5) cars, bicycles, books, bread, fish, etc.
6) books, newspapers, novels, etc.
7) red, blue, yellow, big, small, etc.
8) pens, books, keys, etc.
9) bread, sandwiches, apples, eggs, rice, etc.
10) doctor, student, teacher, police officer, boy, etc.

Test
Section 1
1) three 2) phone 3) two
4) moon 5) keys 6) adult
7) tree
Section 2
1) What do you have? / Who has a pen?
2) How many chairs are there?
3) What is it?
4) What is the man doing/buying? Who is buying a hat?
5) Does she have a dog?
6) How many flowers are red?
Section 3
1) We are driving.
2) Yes. The fish is yellow.
3) There are five books.
4) Two hats are red.
5) No. He does not have a cat.
Quiz
Section 1
1) These 2) my 3) sisters
4) How 5) years 6) his
7) Her 8) This 9) Our
Section 2
1) zero, six, eleven
2) six, seven, eight
3) two, ten, twelve
4) one, three, five
5) zero, nine, ten
Section 3
1) The mother and (her) son are playing.
2) The daughter and (her) cat are sleeping.
3) No. The dog is not sleeping. / The dog is eating.
4) No. The father is not sleeping. / The father is cooking.
5) The dog is eating.

Test
Section 1
1) I am eating.
2) No. I am not drinking milk. / I am drinking water.
3) Yes. I have a pen.
4) The mother and her daughter are playing.
5) I am twelve years old.
6) He is four years old.
Section 2
1) We 2) He 3) She 4) They
5) her 6) his 7) their 8) his
Section 3
1) six 2) ten 3) three 4) zero
5) twelve 6) six 7) eight 8) one

Unit 2, Lesson 2
Worksheet 1
Section 1
Answers will vary.
Section 2
1) grandfather 2) mother
3) daughter 4) boy
5) brother 6) man
Section 3
Answers will vary.
Section 4
1) on 2) in 3) in 4) on
5) in 6) on

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) Where are the shoes?
2) Your keys are on the table.
3) I love my grandfather.
4) The girls are listening to the radio.
5) The father is hugging his daughter.
6) I am under the bed.
7) Is this your hat?
Section 2
1) loves 2) love 3) loves
4) is 5) is 6) are
Section 3
1) their 2) his 3) their
4) my 5) his 6) their 7) her
Section 4
1) to 2) blank 3) blank

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) on/under the table, in the living room, in the house
2) keys are in/on/under the shoe, shoe is in the dining room, dining room is in the apartment
Section 2
1) gir 2) gra 3) elve
4) ove 5) do 6) to
Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) is my hat.
2) is on/under/in the table, kitchen, etc.
3) is not my brother.
4) is on/under/in the table, kitchen, etc.
5) are on/under/in the table, kitchen, etc.
6) is not my laptop.
7) are on/under/in the table, kitchen, etc.
8) is my ball.

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) my, His, He 2) My, I, I
3) my, Her, She 4) your, My, you
5) you, We
Section 3
Some possible responses are shown.
1) in Rome. 2) in the park.
3) on the bridge. 4) from Rome.
5) in the park. 6) from the street.
Worksheet 2

Section 1
City  Country
Beijing_________China
Moscow________Russia
New York________United States
Paris_________France
Rome_________Italy

Section 2
1) city  2) Nice  3) lives  4) far  5) bridge  6) park  7) Hi  8) country

Worksheet 3

Section 1
4, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 2
Section 2
1) husband, brother  2) two, Sue  3) baby, eight  4) rice  5) city
Section 3
1) What is your name  2) Where are you from  3) Where do you live  4) Where do you live

Section 4
1) This is my mother. Her name is Anne Smith. She is reading in the living room.
2) This is my brother. His name is Viktor Popov. He is a student.
3) My name is Giulia. I am from Italy. I live in Rome.
4) What is your name? My name is Bobby. Nice to meet you.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) far from, Brazil  2) near, house  3) near, bridge
Section 2
1) D  2) E  3) B  4) F  5) A
Section 3
This is my sister. Her name is Giulia. She is playing in the park.

Quiz

Section 1
1) A What is your name?  2) A Nice to meet you.
3) A Where are you from?  4) A Where do you live?
Section 2
1) a 2) b 3) b 4) c 5) c 6) b
Section 3
1) Russia  2) Beijing  3) Italy  4) Paris
Section 4
1) His, He  2) His, He  3) Her, She  4) His, He

Test

Section 1
1) My name is  2) He is (two–twelve)  3) The man is (standing, sitting) on
4) I am from  5) I live in  6) I have (two–twelve)
Section 2
1) New York  2) name  3) shoe  4) room  5) Mike
Section 3
1) My, I  2) are, live  3) His, He  4) This, in  5) lives  6) do, live, live

Unit 2, Lesson 4

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) I am cold.  2) I am thirsty.
3) I am hungry.  4) I am hot.
5) I am sick.
Section 2
Answers will vary.
Section 3
1) belt, jeans, suit, socks, tie
2) cold, thirsty, hungry, sick, tired
3) gray, brown, pink, orange

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) blank  2) a  3) blank  4) a  5) a  6) blank
Section 2
1) have  2) has  3) have  4) My
5) His  6) Her  7) Your
Section 3
1) We  2) My  3) They  4) I
5) We’re  6) She  7) His
Section 4

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) How are you  2) Are you hungry
3) What color is their hair  4) Are you hot
5) What color is her hair
Section 2
1) E  2) B  3) C  4) F  5) A  6) D
Section 3
1) be, me, ie  2) ur, or, or
3) o, oo  4) ea, ai
5) ay, ey, a
Section 4
1) grandmother  2) Mom  3) Grandpa  4) Hi
5) I’m

Worksheet 4

Section 1
Answers will vary.
Section 2
1) Are you sick?
2) We’re / We are not thirsty.
3) We’re / We are hungry.

Quiz

Section 1
1) Grandma  2) Grandpa  3) Mom  4) Dad
Section 2
1) How are you  2) I’m
Section 3
1) have, hair
2) sweater, is
3) girls, have
4) tall, standing
5) woman, wearing
Section 4
1) I’m  2) is  3) am  4) are  5) are
6) I’m  7) is
Unit 3, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1

Section 1
E, C, D, A, H, F, G, B

Section 2
1) hospital 2) park
3) house 4) restaurant

Section 3
1) in the evening / at night
2) in the afternoon
3) in the morning
4) in the morning / afternoon / evening / at night
5) in the evening / at night

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) outside 2) Good 3) morning
4) lunch 5) When 6) Where

Section 2
1) Eighteen 2) Sixteen 3) Twenty
4) sixteen 5) thirteen 6) eighteen

Section 3
1) but 2) and 3) but 4) but
5) but 6) and 7) but

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) play 2) eating 3) write
4) sleeping 5) reads 6) watch

Section 2
1) Where, at
2) When, before
3) When, before
4) When, at

Section 3
1) nineteen years old
2) write at school
3) read the newspaper (in the morning)
4) eat lunch in the afternoon
5) two brothers and one sister

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) night, night
2) afternoon, afternoon
3) morning, morning

Section 2
1) a 2) f 3) b 4) d 5) e

Section 3
1) Do 2) don’t 3) work 4) eat
5) doesn’t 6) drinks

Quiz

Section 1
1) I’m / I am 2) This
3) is 4) How are you? 5) I’m

Section 2
1) is eating lunch inside
2) are eating dinner inside
3) has, but she is not reading it
4) wearing, but I’m not wearing

Section 3
1) drinks, in 2) do, work
3) but, don’t 4) are, We’re
5) sleeps, at

Test

Section 1
1) B 2) A 3) C 4) A

Section 2
1) We eat breakfast in the morning.
2) I’m wearing a coat, but I’m not wearing a hat.
3) Twelve comes before thirteen.
4) He has a sandwich, and he’s eating it.
5) The man works at night.
6) When do you drink coffee?
7) They don’t have socks.

Section 3
1) I don’t / do not have six flowers.
2) I’m not / I am not sick.
3) The woman doesn’t / does not have twenty books.
4) We are not eating dinner outside.
5) They are not drinking coffee in the living room.

Unit 3, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1

Section 1
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Section 2
1) foot 2) bad
3) fall 4) belts 5) don’t

Section 3
1) days, week 2) months, year
3) weeks, month

Section 4
1) visiting 2) Welcome 3) with
4) hotel 5) game 6) guests
7) old 8) tastes 9) They’re

Quiz

Section 1
1) his 2) their 3) my 4) her
5) their 6) my

Section 2
1) This 2) These 3) These 4) This
5) These 6) These 7) This
8) These 9) this, This

Section 3
1) C 2) A 3) B 4) C 5) A

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) 6, 3, 1/2, 4, 5, 1/2

Section 2
1) a 2) d 3) b 4) c 5) e 6) f

Section 3
1) The bread tastes good.
2) Welcome to our house.
3) The women are tasting the rice.
4) The fish tastes bad.
5) They’re playing a game.
6) The boy is swimming with his friend.
7) They’re running with their dogs.

Section 4
Answers may vary.

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) A 2) B 3) C

Section 2
1) A 2) B 3) D

Section 3
1) These 2) These 3) These

Section 4
1) These 2) These

Quiz

Section 1
1) days 2) I’m 3) Welcome, hotel
4) tastes, good

Section 2
1) my 2) his 3) their 4) These
5) our 6) her 7) This

Section 3
1) When do you
2) Where do you
3) What are you
4) Who are you playing

Test

Section 1
1) They don’t have socks.
2) We’re visiting Brazil.
3) She doesn’t have a cell phone.
4) I’m not tired.
5) They’re tasting the coffee.

Section 2
1) tasting 2) smell 3) smelling
4) fingers, on 5) toes, in
6) tree, fall

Section 3
1) G 2) D 3) A 4) B 5) F 6) E

Unit 3, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) China 2) Russia 3) Egypt

Section 2
1) 28 2) 39 3) 12 4) 64 5) 55
6) 47 7) 19 8) 23 9) 62

Section 3
Possible answers include:
person:
1) child 2) teacher 3) boy
animal:
1) horse 2) cat 3) fish

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) horse 2) animals 3) people
4) cats 5) men 6) shoes
7) children 8) fish

Section 2
1) Yes, he’s / he is studying Russian.
2) Yes, he’s / he is studying English.
3) He is / He’s fifty-six years old.
4) Yes, I’m / I am teaching Chinese.
5) Mr. Haddad is my teacher.
6) We have twenty-five books.
7) There are sixty-three people.
Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) She 2) I’m 3) My 4) He’s 5) she’s 6) don’t 7) His 8) you 9) It

Section 2
1) This 2) These 3) These 4) These 5) These 6) This

Section 3
1) Chinese 2) the United States 3) Excuse 4) don’t 5) He’s
6) does 7) How

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) This, is, from, He, is, reading, Arabic
2) This, is, from, She is, Russian
3) This, man, is, from, He, writing, English

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) are you, I’m forty-five
2) is he, He’s thirty
3) many, do, have, have, twenty-four
4) many, are, there, are, forty-five

Section 3
1) s t y s e n 2) o t y f o
3) t h e i t 4) i y t h
5) n i e e

Quiz

Section 1
1) Egypt, Arabic
2) Australia, English
3) Russia, Russian

Section 2
1) A 2) B 3) B 4) A

Section 3
1) E 2) A 3) C 4) D

Test

Section 1
1) My, is 2) My, are 3) live, in
4) My, don’t 5) I 6) I’m

Section 2
1) B 2) B 3) A 4) A 5) B 6) A

Section 3
1) She’s, doesn’t
2) These, are
3) My, speaks, Her
4) are, dogs, They’re
5) many, have, We

Worksheet 1

Section 1
bedroom: bed, brush (possible), blanket, pillow, sheets
bathroom: toilet, brush (possible), toothpaste, towel, toothbrush, soap, sink

Section 2
1) f 2) a 3) e 4) c 5) b 6) d

Section 3
1) sick 2) dirty 3) wet 4) dry
5) hungry 6) thirsty 7) clean

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) her 2) his 3) their 4) her
5) my 6) our 7) your 8) our

Section 2
1) soap 2) toothbrush
3) pillow / blanket / sheet
4) toothpaste

Section 3
1) B 2) E 3) G 4) I 5) C
6) D 7) J 8) F 9) A

Worksheet 3

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) We’re brushing our hair.
2) They’re washing the plates because they are dirty.
3) I’m washing my hair.
4) The people are watching television.
5) The woman is sleeping in the bedroom.
6) The towel smells good because it is clean.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) I read the newspaper
2) I study English
3) I wash my hair
4) I brush my teeth
5) I work
6) I wash my car

Section 3
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown:
1) Because he is tired / thirsty.
2) Because he is tired.
3) Because they are cold.
4) Because they are dirty.
5) Because she is cooking.
Unit 4, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) I'm buying a new umbrella.
2) The blue car is new.
3) She is selling an old car.
4) They're shopping at the hardware store.
5) My new umbrella is broken.
6) I'm reading an old book.

Section 2
1) blank 2) blank 3) an 4) blank
5) blank 6) blank 7) blank
8) a 9) blank 10) a

Section 3
1) C 2) A 3) B 4) A 5) C 6) A
7) B 8) B 9) C

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) pharmacy 2) grocery store 3) bookstore 4) bakery
5) hardware store 6) jewelry store 7) bakery
8) grocery store 9) grocery store

Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) cake 2) a coat 3) medicine
4) soap 5) water 6) milk

Section 3
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) meat 2) a ladder 3) cake
4) jewelry 5) medicine 6) books

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) B 2) A 3) A 4) A 5) B

Section 2
1) She's, buying, bakery.
2) They're, buying
3) We're, jewelry store
4) I'm, buying, a ladder, hardware store

Section 3
1) need
2) Why, do, need
3) Because, my, broken

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) G 2) H 3) F 4) C
5) B 6) E 7) A

Section 2
1) needs, doesn't
2) want, don't
3) needs, medicine, doesn't, want

Section 3
1) I'm, buying, fruit, chocolate
2) I'm, buying, meat, vegetables

Quiz

Section 1
5, 1, 3, 4, 2, 6

Section 2
1) Is this the pharmacy?
2) What are you buying?

Section 3
1) She's buying a cake.
2) The pharmacy is near the hospital.
3) Because my (old) ladder is broken.

Test

Section 1
1) The woman has money.
2) We're / We are buying meat.
3) I'm buying a new car.
4) They're / They are shopping at the grocery store.
5) My glasses are not broken.
6) The man needs a new umbrella.
7) He's / He is selling jewelry at the jewelry store.

Section 2
1) The blue car is old.
2) She's shopping at a hardware store.
3) My television is broken.

Section 3
Answers will vary.
1) I need a new phone because my old phone is broken.
2) The man is in the grocery store because he's buying fruit.
3) I'm buying a cake.
4) The pharmacy is near the hospital.
5) No. This is the grocery store.

Unit 4, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) bread 2) radio
3) glasses 4) meat

Section 2
playing: soccer, tennis, golf
drinking: tea, juice

Section 3
1) do 2) play 3) Which 4) Who
5) Which 6) costs 7) How

Worksheet 2

Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
1) does 2) play 3) cost 4) more than 5) her 6) What 7) How
8) playing 9) Which 10) costs

Section 3
1) twenty euros 2) twenty-six pounds 3) thirty-two pounds
4) sixty dollars 5) twelve euros

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) less 2) more 3) more

Section 2
1) A 2) B 3) A

Section 3
1) the red dress more than the white dress
2) shoes do you like more
3) the old car more than the new car

Quiz

Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
1) A 2) B 3) A

Section 3
1) the hat costs, the coat.
2) The father has less cake than his son.
3) The friend has more bread than the girl.
4) The son has more juice than his mother.
5) The wife has less money than her husband.

Unit 4, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) D 2) F 3) B 4) C 5) A

Section 2
1) paper 2) metal 3) paper
4) wood / plastic / metal
5) paper 6) metal 7) wood / plastic / metal

Section 3
1) faster 2) bigger 3) younger
4) lighter 5) bigger 6) heavier
7) younger

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) The jewelry is expensive.
2) The sheet is light.
3) The dress is inexpensive.
4) The animal is slow.
5) The car is fast.

Section 2
1) B 2) E 3) D 4) F 5) C 6) A

Section 3
1) He has more cake.
2) My daughter is young.
3) This jewelry is the most expensive.
Quiz

Section 1
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) The black camera is expensive. The red camera is more expensive. The blue camera is the most expensive.
2) Nancy is young. Pierre is younger. Mike is the youngest.
3) She has some pens. She has more pens. The woman has some pens. The girl has more pens. The man has the most pens.
4) A plastic table is light. A metal bowl is lighter. A paper cup is the lightest.
5) These ties are the same. These shirts are the same size, but different colors.
6) These phones are the same color, but different sizes.

Section 2
1) They're paying with cash/coins.
2) Yes. The dress fits.
3) His books are heavier than her books. Or Her books are lighter than his books.
4) ✓

Section 3
1) light 2) oldest 3) expensive 4) biggest 5) fast

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) 3 2) 2 3) 1 4) 3

Section 2
1) My apartment is bigger than your apartment.
2) He has the most pens.
3) The girl has some cake.
4) This bed is made of metal.
5) This paper plate is the most inexpensive.
6) The wood table is heavier than the plastic table.

Worksheet 4

See below.

A
B
C
D
E
F

Quiz

Section 1
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) These chairs are different.
2) These coins are different.
3) These ties are the same.
4) These cups are the same.
5) These hats are different.

Section 2
1) The towels are the same size, but different colors.
2) The coins are the same color, but different sizes.
3) These phones are the same color, but different sizes.
4) Our shirts are the same size, but different colors.

Section 3
1) A
2) B
3) E
4) F
5) D
6) A

Test

Section 1
1) I need the smallest cake.
2) You’re welcome.
3) I like the red shoes more.
4) Yes. The pharmacy is open.
5) I want a yellow cake.
6) It’s / It is too big.
7) I like the blue chairs.

Section 2
1) All of the toys are
test
2) None of the cups are
test
3) All of the children are
test

Section 3
1) He has the least bread.
2) The hat is too big.
3) I want the biggest cake.
4) All of the boys are eating.
5) These cups are different sizes.